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Canard phenomenon and localization of oscillations
in the Belousov–Zhabotinsky reaction with global feedback
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The occurrence of spatial domains of large amplitude oscillation on a background of small
amplitude oscillation in a reaction–diffusion system is called localization. We study, analytically
and numerically, the mechanism of localization in a model of the Belousov–Zhabotinsky reaction
subject to global feedback. This behavior is found to arise from the canard phenomenon, in which
a limit cycle suddenly undergoes a significant change in amplitude as a bifurcation parameter, in this
case the feedback strength, is varied. In the system studied here, the oscillations arise via a
supercritical Hopf bifurcation, but our analysis suggests that the same mechanism is relevant for
systems undergoing a subcritical Hopf bifurcation. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Spatial localized structures are patterns that consis
spatial domains of one type of dynamical behavior emb
ded in a background of another type, e.g., large amplit
oscillations embedded in a background of steady state
small amplitude oscillations. These patterns offer promise
information storage in physical systems such as cavity s
tons in a semiconductor microcavity1 or in arrays of coupled
neurons.2 Recent experiments3,4 on the photosensitive
Ru~bpy)3-catalyzed Belousov–Zhabotinsky~BZ! reaction in
a thin layer of silica gel with photochemical global negati
feedback give rise to localized structures consisting of la
amplitude oscillations~LAO! on a background of small am
plitude oscillations~SAO!, demonstrating that such behavi
can be generated in relatively simple reaction–diffusion s
tems. We seek here to gain insight into the origin of t
localization phenomenon.

The localized structures that we investigate are spe
cases of a more general phenomenon, oscillatory clus
which consist of a small number of~not necessarily con
nected! spatial domains each oscillating with a common a
plitude and phase. We study here the case in which only
different amplitude regimes of oscillations occur, with
amplitude ratio very different from 1. There is a range
intermediate amplitudes that are not observable because
occur for an exponentially small interval of a control para
eter.

Our system of interest is the BZ reaction–diffusion sy
tem with global feedback. The experimental evidence4,5 as
well as the analysis in Ref. 6 suggests that the existenc

a!Electronic mail: horacio@bu.edu
b!Electronic mail: nk@bu.edu
c!Electronic mail: zhabotin@brandeis.edu
d!Electronic mail: epstein@brandeis.edu
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localized cluster patterns does not depend on diffusi
which plays a secondary role, but rather on the global c
pling. Thus, in this paper, as in Refs. 4 and 6, we simplify t
situation and study a discrete array of globally coupled
cillators, each displaying identical BZ-type kinetics. O
concept of a cluster reflects the fact that all the oscillat
belonging to a single cluster display the same dynamics e
if they are not locally connected to each other.

Numerical simulations of Oregonator-type models w
global inhibitory coupling4,7 qualitatively reproduce the ex
perimentally observed localized clusters as well as other s
tiotemporal patterns. Localized clusters are also obtai
with the simpler, and easier to analyze, modified FitzHug
Nagumo~MFHN! model.6

Here, we analyze the mechanism of localization usin
modified Oregonator model with global inhibitory feedbac
We show that localization arises in a manner similar to t
found in the FHN-type models studied in Ref. 6, but t
globally coupled Oregonator model is more complex, sin
its global coupling term is nonlinear while the FHN couplin
is linear. In studying the mechanism of localization, we u
analytical techniques and simulations in a complement
fashion.

As in the FHN-type models analyzed in Ref. 6, the l
calization phenomenon for Oregonator-type models4,7 is in-
timately connected with the canard phenomenon, the sud
explosion, as a control parameter passes through a v
known as the canard critical value, of a limit cycle born a
supercritical Hopf bifurcation. Our results and techniques
valid not only for the specific modified Oregonator mod
studied in detail here but also for a broader class of gene
ized Rayleigh–Van der Pol equations.

In Sec. II we briefly review some mathematical aspe
of the canard phenomenon and the canard critical value
relaxation oscillators.
4 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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In Sec. III we present and analyze the dimensionl
modified version of the Oregonator model with glob
feedback.7 This model consists of two equations, which d
scribe the evolution of activator and inhibitor variables. T
scaling we have chosen~see Appendix A! allows for a further
simplification, valid for small enough values of the inhibit
variable, which reduces the system to a class
Oregonator4,8 and which is useful for the calculation of th
canard critical value.

In Sec. IV we show that localization can be induced
the global feedback parameter. By assuming the existenc
two localized clusters, the system is reduced to two glob
coupled oscillators, i.e., to a four-dimensional system.
obtain an expression for the global feedback parameter c
cal value for each cluster as a function of the parameter
the model and the cluster size, and we present simulat
showing that the forcing exerted on each oscillatory clus
by the other does not destroy the localized solution.

In Sec. V we argue that, under appropriate conditio
the mechanism presented here is also valid for models
when uncoupled, undergo a subcritical Hopf bifurcati
rather than the more commonly studied supercritical o
Subcritical bifurcations are often associated with the occ
rence of localized structures in a variety of physic
systems.9–13

Our conclusions are presented in Sec. VI.

II. THE CANARD PHENOMENON

The globally coupled Oregonator model used in Ref
and the globally coupled FHN type models analyzed in R
6 are particular cases of the general form

v85F~v,w!2g~^w&2w̄!H~v !,
~1!

w85eG~v,w;l!.

In the FHN models,H is constant, while in the Orego
nator model,H is an explicit function ofv. In Eq. ~1!,
0,e!1, and the zero level curveF(v,w)50 is a cubic-like
function having one local minimum at (vm ,wm) and one
local maximum at (vM ,wM) with vm,vM and wm,wM .
The functionG is a nonincreasing function ofw, and the zero
level curveG(v,w;l)50 is an increasing function ofv for
every l in a neighborhood ofl50. G is also a decreasing
function of l for all v in a neighborhood ofvm . We further
assume thatF50 andG50 intersect at (v̄,w̄) with ( v̄,w̄)
5(vm ,wm) whenl50, and that (v̄,w̄) is an unstable fixed
point lying on the central branch ofF when l.0. The pa-
rameterl governs the relative position of thew-nullcline
with respect to thev-nullcline, as illustrated in Fig. 1. It may
be an explicit parameter in the model or implicitly defined
a function of other parameters. The parameterg controls the
strength of the global feedback, and

^w&5
1

N (
k51

N

wk . ~2!

It follows from the assumptions onF andG ~referred to
as the canard conditions, see Ref. 6 for a more precise
scription! that, for Eq. ~1! with g50, there exists a Hop
bifurcation pointlH(e)>0. As we varyl the w-nullcline
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shifts until the Hopf bifurcation occurs in a neighborhood
(vm ,wm) that converges tovm as~e,l!→~0,0!. There is also
a quantity Hc , which depends on the parameters of t
model, such that the Hopf bifurcation is supercritical or su
critical according to whether Hc,0 or Hc.0,
respectively.6,14 For l,lH(e), system~1!, with the above-
made assumptions, has a steady state as its only attracto
is excitable.15,16Both the modified Oregonator model used
Ref. 7 and the FHN type models analyzed in Ref. 6 unde
a supercritical Hopf bifurcation.

In the supercritical case, asl increases beyond the Hop
bifurcation point, the amplitude of the limit cycle increas
slowly for l not far fromlH(e). In an exponentially small
neighborhood of some critical point,lc(e).lH(e), the limit
cycle ‘‘explodes,’’ becoming a relaxation oscillator.17–19 Af-
ter that, the amplitude of the limit cycle either increas
slowly or remains constant asl is increased. This behavior i
schematically illustrated in Fig. 2, where the amplitude of t
limit cycle for a relaxation oscillator is represented by t
maximum and minimum values ofv and w (vmin , vmax,
wmin , and wmax) as a function ofl. In this examplel has
been reparametrized to bel5 v̄.

This rapid change from a ‘‘small’’ amplitude limit cycle
to a ‘‘large’’ amplitude limit cycle is known as the canar
phenomenon.14,19–24In this case the canard phenomenon h
been induced by changes inl. Here we concentrate on th
canard phenomenon nearv5vm . Based on techniques an
results introduced by Krupa and Szmolyan,14,22 we calcu-
lated in Ref. 6 an approximation to the value oflc as a
function of the parameters in a model satisfying the can
assumptions. The key results are summarized in Append
and will be used later in our analysis of the modified Oreg
nator model.

III. A MODIFIED OREGONATOR MODEL
WITH GLOBAL INHIBITORY FEEDBACK

A modified version of the Oregonator model was intr
duced by Zhabotinskyet al.25 and extended by Yanget al.7

to include global feedback. This model simulates the sta

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the nullclines for a system of type~1!
for several values ofl5 v̄2vmin ~the intersection point between nullclines!.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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8826 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 17, 1 November 2003 Rotstein et al.
localized solutions whose mechanism we are analyzing
displays the canard phenomenon. In this section we s
how this modified Oregonator model can be approxima
by the classical Oregonator model, and we calculate the
nard critical value for both models.

The dimensional modified Oregonator model used
Ref. 7 and the reduction to dimensionless form of the mo
analyzed here are presented in Appendix A. The discr
dimensionless version of the modified Oregonator mo
with global feedback is given by

e1 dvk /dt5 f ~vk ,wk!2g~^w&2w̄!c~vk!,
~3!

dwk /dt5g~vk ,wk!,

for k51,...,N, where

f ~v,w!5 f̄ ~v,w,u!

52v22av1du21hu~12w!2hvw

2~qw1b!c~v !, ~4!

u5
2v~hw12a!

h~12w!1Ah2~12w!218dv~hw12a!
, ~5!

c~v !5
v2m

v1m
, ~6!

and

FIG. 2. Schematic representation of the amplitude of the limit cycle a
function of the crossing point between the activator and inhibitor nullcli
l2vm for a single oscillator.
Downloaded 15 Dec 2003 to 129.64.51.111. Redistribution subject to A
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g~v,w!5ḡ~v,w,u!5u~12w!2vw2w. ~7!

The parameterw̄ is thew-coordinate of the intersection poin
between the nullclines wheng50. Note that the intersection
point between nullsurfaces does not change withg.

In the literature,v is usually referred to as the activato
variable andw as the inhibitor variable. The activator an
inhibitor nullclines are shown in Fig. 3 for the values of th
parameters in Table I. System~3! has only one fixed point
( v̄,w̄) on the central branch of the activator nullcline whic
for the values in Table I, is unstable.

The canard phenomenon occurs near the minimum of
activator nullcline, i.e., wherew!1. For smallw and small
d, h2(12w)2@8dv(hw12a), and Eq.~3! can be simpli-
fied by settingd50 ~see Table I for the actual value ofd!.
This yields the classical Oregonator model8 described in Ap-

TABLE I. Dimensionless parameters used in the simulations.

e1 0.05
e2 0.000 004
a 1.826 7
d 0.000 004
h 0.120 8
q 0.084 54
b 0.000 197
m 0.000 604
vm ;0.001 450
wm ;0.006 424
l 0.140 176
k 0.250 851

a
s

FIG. 3. Nullclines for the dimensionless BZ model. Parameters used in
simulations are listed in Table I. Intersection point between nullclines
( v̄,w̄)5(0.002 950,0.008 153).
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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8827J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 17, 1 November 2003 Localization of oscillations in the BZ reaction
pendix B. Equations~3!–~7! with g50 ~single oscillator! and
vk , wk , and uk replaced byv, w, and u, respectively, be-
come

e1 dv/dt52v21av2~qw1b!~v2m!/~v1m!,
~8!

dw/dt5~2a/h!v2w.

In an analysis26 of a single classical Oregonator mode
the parameter whose change governs the canard explo
was found to be the stoichiometric factor that relates the B2

production to the oxidized catalyst consumption. In o
model this parameter isq.

Variation of q results in displacement of the activat
nullcline with respect to the inhibitor nullcline. In order t
put Eq.~8! into a more suitable form for the canard analy
we define

l5
2aq

h
2k, k5

wm2b

vm
, ŵ5qw1b, ~9!

and substitute Eq.~9! into Eq. ~8! to obtain

e1 dv/dt52v21av2ŵ~v2m!/~v1m![ f̂ ~v,ŵ!,
~10!

dŵ/dt5~l1k!v1b2ŵ[ĝ~v,ŵ,l!.

By this rescaling and change of variables, we have tra
ferred the parameterq or l, which governs the Hopf bifur-
cation and the canard explosion, from the activator to
inhibitor equation. It can be shown thatf̂ (vm ,wm)
5ĝ(vm ,wm ;0)50, consistent with the formulation in Se
II. Using Eq.~C3! we can calculate the value oflc and from
it the valueqc ,

qc5
h~lc1k!

2a
5

h~L1uFwuY!e1

2a
1

h~wm2b!

2avm
1O~e1

3/2!,

~11!

where the new symbols are defined in Appendix C.
On increasing the value ofl ~or equivalentlyq! in the

second equation in Eq.~10!, the slope of the inhibitor
nullcline increases and the value ofv at the crossing poin
between nullclines decreases, so forl,lc (l.lc), or
equivalently for q,qc (q.qc), system~10! is in a LAO
~SAO! regime. For the parameters listed in Table I we fin

Hc520.475 441, qc51.683 964,

indicating that the Hopf bifurcation is supercritical, and th
sinceq,qc , system~3! with g50 is in a LAO regime.

IV. LOCALIZED SOLUTIONS INDUCED
BY THE GLOBAL FEEDBACK PARAMETER

In this section we analyze the existence of localized
lutions for Eqs.~3!–~7!. We show that by increasing th
value ofg the system can be divided into two clusters, o
in a LAO regime and the other in a SAO regime. We us
self-consistent argument, assuming the existence of two c
ters and then studying their dynamics and finding conditi
under which they exist as a function of the cluster size.
write ^w&5a1w11a2w2 , wherea1 anda2 are the fractions
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of oscillators in each cluster (a11a251). System~3! can
then be reduced to a four-dimensional system describing
dynamics of two globally coupled oscillators

e1 dvk /dt5 f ~vk ,wk!2gak~wk2w̄!c~vk!

2ga j~wj2w̄!c~vk!,
~12!dwk /dt5g~vk ,wk!,

for j, k51, 2, j Þk, wheref, g, andc are given by Eqs.~4!,
~6!, and ~7!, respectively. Each cluster can be seen a
forced oscillator. Its autonomous part~obtained by setting
a j50) is analogous to a system of equations for bulk os
lations and describes the phenomenon of self-inhibition
each cluster. The nonautonomous term of each set of clu
equations, the last term in the first equation of Eq.~12!, is the
force exerted on each cluster by the other. Note that in c
trast to Ref. 6, the global feedback term in Eq.~12! is non-
linear.

We continue to use Eq.~8!, adding the global feedbac
term to get

e1 dvk /dt52vk
21avk2@qwk1b1gak~wk

2w̄!#c~vk!2ga j~wj2w̄!c~vk!,
~13!dwk /dt5~2a/h!vk2wk ,

for j, k51, 2, j Þk.
We first study Eq.~13! with a j50, i.e., we disregard the

forcing term.
For a given value ofq and a fixed value ofak , changes

in g produce changes in the position of the activator nu
cline relative to the inhibitor nullcline, which in turn change
the canard critical valueqc . At the same time, the minimum
of the activator nullcline moves. The formulation in Sec.
requireswm to be independent ofg. In order to achieve tha
condition, we follow the ideas of Sec. III and define

lk~g!5
2a~q1akg!

h
2kk~g!,

kk~g!5
wm2b1akgw̄

vm
,

and

ŵk5~q1akg!wk1b2akgw̄. ~14!

Substituting Eq.~14! into Eq. ~13!, we obtain

e1 dvk /dt52vk
21avk2ŵkc~vk!

2a jg~ŵj2b1gw̄!/~q1akg!c~vk!,
~15!dŵk /dt5@lk~g!1kk~g!#vk2ŵk1b2akgw̄,

for j, k51, 2, j Þk.
In the autonomous part of Eq.~15!, this change of vari-

ables transfers the global feedback term from the activato
the inhibitor equations, while maintaining the linearity of th
inhibitor nullcline.

For the autonomous part of Eq.~15! (a j50) the values
of lc andqc can be obtained from Eq.~11! using Eq.~C3!
and Eq.~14!. The values ofL andY, and hencelc andqc

will depend on ak and g. We call these valuesLk(g),
Yk(g), lk,c(g) and qk,c(g), respectively. We find tha
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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8828 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 17, 1 November 2003 Rotstein et al.
qk,c~g!5
h@lk,c~g!1kk~g!#

2a
2akg

5
h~Lk~g!1uFwuYk~g!!e1)

2a
1

h~wm2b!

2avm

2akg1O~e3/2!. ~16!

Whenq andak are fixed,qk,c(g) decreases almost lin
early with g. Numerical calculations show that for som
value gk,c of g, qk,c equalsqc for the single~uncoupled!
oscillator, i.e., the canard transition is induced byg ~even
thoughq is kept constant! for a possibly different value ofg
in each cluster. At this point, the system switches from
LAO to a SAO regime. The dependence ofgk,c on ak is
shown in Fig. 4~a!. In Fig. 4~b!, we see the dependence
ug1,c2g2,cu, i.e., the width of the parameter interval in whic
localization occurs, on the division of oscillators betwe
clusters. In the absence of forcing exerted by the remain
oscillators, as the difference in cluster sizes decreasesa1

increases from 0 to 0.5! the domain of localized behavio
shrinks. Similar results are found in FHN-type models.6

In order to test whether or not the forcing exerted
each oscillator on the others destroys the localization,
performed numerical simulations using the modified Ore
nator model~A1!–~A5!. In Fig. 5 we show the amplitude o
the solutions as a function ofg for several values ofa1 and

FIG. 4. ~a! Dependence of the critical global feedback parameter valuegk

on cluster size.~b! Dependence of the interval of global feedback parame
values for which a localized solution exists on cluster size.
Downloaded 15 Dec 2003 to 129.64.51.111. Redistribution subject to A
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a2 . The localization phenomenon persists, and the inte
gc,22gc,1 increases witha12a2 . The localized solutions
found in our simulations are numerically stable in an array
100 oscillators forg in a subinterval of (gc,1 ,gc,2). For val-
ues of g outside these intervals~in a neighborhood of the
canard implosion for each oscillator! the localized solutions
are not stable, and irregular patterns are created. This
nomenon is connected with irregular mixed mode osci
tions produced near the canard implosion. The study of
behavior is beyond the scope of this paper.

From our analysis and simulations in these discrete m
els, we suggest that the mechanism of localization in c
tinuous reaction–diffusion systems is based on the can
process, i.e., as the strength of the global feedback increa
there is a range in which the canard phenomenon is indu
in one cluster but not in the other. We thus have a portion
the system in a LAO regime and the other portion in a SA
regime, which constitutes a localized solution.

The localized clusters found in Refs. 3 and 4 consist
one cluster in a SAO regime, which occupies most of
reactor, and two phase-locked clusters in a LAO regim
Equation~13! can be used to study such a three-cluster s
tem by replacing the nonautonomous terma jwj ~forcing ex-
erted on each oscillator by the others! with ( j Þka jwj . The
analysis of the autonomous part, obtained by settinga j50
for j Þk, is identical to the analysis for a two-cluster syste
and the results obtained earlier in this section, including
~16!, still apply. Following the same reasoning as abo
three-cluster localized solutions may be obtained fora1

.a2>a3 , where cluster 1 is the one in the SAO regime.

V. CHANGE OF HOPF BIFURCATION CRITICALITY
INDUCED BY THE GLOBAL FEEDBACK PARAMETER

When the oscillators are uncoupled, oscillations in t
modified Oregonator model studied here and the FHN-t
models analyzed in Ref. 6 arise via a supercritical Hopf
furcation; i.e., a single stable limit cycle is created as a
rameter passes through a critical value. This monostabilit
an important assumption for the mechanism of localizat
we have proposed. Oregonator models that undergo a
critical Hopf bifurcation are common in the chemic
literature.8,15 In those models, a stable fixed point and
stable limit cycle in a LAO regime coexist in an interval o
values of the bifurcation parameter with an unstable lim
cycle in a SAO regime. Here we show that for an oscilla
that undergoes a subcritical Hopf bifurcation when u
coupled, a supercritical Hopf bifurcation is induced by ad
ing global coupling to its autonomous part for values of t
global feedback parameterg,gk,c . Thus, the mechanism o
localization studied in this manuscript is applicable to t
case of subcritical Hopf bifurcation as well.

Consider the autonomous part of system~1! with homo-
geneous (v-independent! global inhibitory feedback. We cal
ak the fraction of oscillators in the corresponding cluster,

vk85F~vk ,wk!2gakwk1akgw̄,
~17!

wk85eG~vk ,wk ;l!,

for k51,2, . . . ,N.

r

IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 5. Amplitude of the limit cycle
for two globally coupled BZ oscilla-
tors as a function of the global feed
back parameterg. Parameters are
listed in Table I.~a! a150.5, ~b! a1

50.6, ~c! a150.7, ~d! a150.8, ~e!
a150.9.
We will use the notationl̄(e)5l/e. In Ref. 6 the fol-
lowing expression forgc as a function oflc for different
values ofak was derived,

gc5~ l̄2l̄c~0!!/Y,

whereY is given by Eq.~C4!.
The values of the Hopf bifurcation pointlH andHc for

system~17! are given by Eq.~C1! with uFwu replaced by
uFwu1g:

l̄H~Ae,g!52
Gw

2~Gv!1/2~ uFwu1g!1/2
1O~e1/2!, ~18!
Downloaded 15 Dec 2003 to 129.64.51.111. Redistribution subject to A
Hc~g!5
2

~ uFwu1g!1/2~Gv!1/2~Fvv!2
@GvFvvFvw

1uFwuGvFvvv2uFwuGvvFvv2Gw~Fvv!2#

2
4gFvvuGlu

Gv
3/2~ uFwu1g!1/2

Y

5
uFwu1/2

~ uFwu1g!1/2
Hc~0!2

4gFvvuGlu

Gv
3/2~ uFwu1g!1/2

Y, ~19!

calculated at (vm ,wm).
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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From Eq.~18! we see that asg increases,lH decreases
and limg→` lH5O(e1/2).0. We also see that the first term
on the right-hand side in Eq.~19! decreases asg increases,
and the second term is positive forg.0. Thus if the Hopf
bifurcation for the uncoupled system is subcritical, i.
Hc(0).0, then there exists a value ofg given by

g05
Gv

3/2uFwu1/2Hc~0!

4FvvuGluY
, ~20!

for which Hc(g),0 for g.g0 , i.e., the Hopf bifurcation for
bulk oscillations is supercritical.

VI. DISCUSSION

In this paper we have analyzed the phenomenon of
calization in Oregonator-type models with global inhibito
feedback. To make detailed analysis tractable, we have
placed the continuous reaction–diffusion system by a
crete model consisting ofN coupled oscillators. Experimen
tal and theoretical evidence4–6 suggests that the existence
localized patterns depends mostly on global coupling wh
diffusion plays a secondary role, probably increasing
likelihood that the members of a cluster are contiguous. N
merical simulations were performed using the modified O
egonator model~3!–~7!, while analysis was done on a sim
plified version of the classical Oregonator type~8!. The latter
was shown to be a good approximation to the former in
neighborhood of the minimum of the activator nullclin
where the relevant behavior occurs. By treating the osc
tors in a cluster as a single oscillator, we are able to red
the problem to that of a small number of globally coupl
clusters. Changing variables so as to transfer the global f
back from the activator nullcline to the inhibitor nullclin
enabled us to effectively convert a nonlinear feedback t
linear one. We were then able to utilize several of the res
obtained6 from analysis of the simpler FitzHugh–Nagum
type models, where the global feedback is linear. The
element of our mechanism is that for bulk oscillations, i.
the oscillations of a single cluster, the canard phenome
can be induced by increasing the global feedback param
g beyond a critical valuegc , where the behavior change
suddenly from LAO to SAO. For clusters of different size
this transition occurs at different values ofg, so that there is
an interval ofg in which the clusters are in different regime
i.e., the structure is localized. Numerical simulations confi
that this phenomenon is robust to the introduction of forc
interactions among the oscillators, occurs for the experim
tally relevant situation of three clusters, and is stable in
rays of up to 100 oscillators, thus encouraging us in
extrapolation of this behavior to continuous reactio
diffusion systems.

Since the forcing exerted by a SAO cluster has a re
tively small effect on LAO clusters, the existence
M-cluster localized solutions,M>4, with one cluster in a
SAO regime andM21 in a LAO regime is consistent with
the results obtained from our analysis of~only! self-
inhibition. However, stable localized solutions with mo
than three clusters have not been found, either experim
tally or numerically, for reasons that are still not understo
Downloaded 15 Dec 2003 to 129.64.51.111. Redistribution subject to A
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To better understand structures in which there are
large amplitude phase-locked clusters,4,7 we did simulations
that reveal a relationship between cluster size and clu
phase. We found~data not shown! that when a system ha
two clusters in a LAO regime~not localized!, the magnitude
of the phase difference decreases as the difference betw
the relative fraction of oscillators in each cluster increas
When the system is divided into two equal clusters, the cl
ters are in antiphase. Since, in a localized system, the clu
in the SAO regime exerts only a small forcing on the clust
in the LAO regime, we argue that this relation is qualit
tively valid in the large amplitude clusters in localized sol
tions with more than one cluster in a LAO regime. Nume
cal simulations of the full globally coupled system sugge
however, thatstablelocalized three-clusters must satisfya1

.a21a3 , a result consistent with experimental observ
tions. A rigorous analysis of this stability is beyond the sco
of this paper.

There exists a great deal of experimental evidence
the existence of small amplitude oscillations, transition fro
steady state to large amplitude relaxation oscillations~with
and without hysteresis! and transition from small amplitude
oscillations to large amplitude relaxation oscillations in h
mogeneous~stirred! chemical systems.27–36 Other types of
sudden transitions to LAO regimes have been reported.37–39

Theoretical studies have been performed on canard ex
sions in a model of iodate oxidation of sulfite an
ferrocyanide,40 in models of autocatalytic chemica
reactions,41–44 in the Brusselator model,23 in the Oregonator
model,26,37 and in the Edblom–Orba´n–Epstein model.45

Previous studies of canard explosions in reactio
diffusion systems have been much more limited. The eff
of diffusion-induced instabilities near a canard has be
studied46 in a modified version of the Oregonator.25 By ana-
lyzing in detail the applicability of the canard phenomen
in spatially distributed systems, we provide here a theoret
framework for understanding the localization phenome
found recently in experiments involving global feedbac
Our proposed mechanism explains the inverse relation
tween amplitude regime and cluster size and sheds ligh
the role of self-inhibition in the phenomenon of localizatio
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APPENDIX A: A MODIFIED OREGONATOR MODEL
FOR THE BZ REACTION

1. Dimensional formulation

The modified Oregonator model proposed in Ref. 25 a
used in the simulations in Ref. 7 is given by
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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V85F~V,W,U !,

W85G~V,W,U !, ~A1!

U85H~V,W,U !,

where

F~V,W,U !5
2k2V1k3A

k2V1k3A FQk7k8

BW

k81k27h0~C2W!

1k9BG22k4V21k5h0AV2k25U2, ~A2!
e

-

Downloaded 15 Dec 2003 to 129.64.51.111. Redistribution subject to A
G~V,W,U !5k6U~C2W!2k26VW

2
k7k8BW

k81k27h0~C2W!
, ~A3!

and

H~V,W,U !52k5h0AV22k25U22k6U~C2W!1k26VW.
~A4!

A quasi-steady state approximation forU, equivalent to set-
ting H(V,W,U)50 in Eq.~A4!, can be made.7 System~A1!
then becomes two-dimensional, with
U5
2k6~C2W!1A@k6~C2W!#218k25~2k5h0AV1k26VW

4k25
. ~A5!
f

ect

ro-

ond
The values of the parameters used in our simulations w
taken from Ref. 7:Q50.7, h50.55,k2523106, k352, k4

53000, k5533, k6543106, k750.92, k852.531024, k9

5331026, k2554.23106, k26533102, k2751, A50.5,
B50.27, C5231023, Vss50.003 383, and Wss

50.102 345 where (Vss,Wss) is the intersection point be
tween the nullclines.

2. Dimensionless formulation

In order to put system~A1! into dimensionless form, we
define the following variables and parameters:25

v5
k26

k7B
V, w5

1

C
W, u5

k6

k7B
U, ~A6!

x5S k7B

DW
D 1/2

x, t5k7Bt, ~A7!

e15
k26

2k4
, e25

k26
2

2k4k6
, b5

k9k26
2

2k7
2k4B

, ~A8!

q5
Qk26

2 C

2k4k7B
, h5

k26
2 C

2k4k7B
, a5

k5h0Ak26

2k4k7B
, ~A9!

d5
k25k26

2

2k6
2k4

, m5
k3k6A

k2k7B
. ~A10!

Substituting Eqs.~A6!–~A10! into Eqs.~A1!–~A4!, we get

e1 dv/dt5 f̄ ~v,w,u!,

dw/dt5ḡ~v,w,u!, ~A11!

e2 du/dt5h̄~v,w,u!,

where

f̄ ~v,w,u!52v22av1du21hu~12w!

2hvw2~qw1b!c~v !, ~A12!

c~v !5
v2m

v1m
, ~A13!
re ḡ~v,w,u!5u~12w!2vw2w, ~A14!

h̄~v,w,u!52av22du22hu~12w!1hvw. ~A15!

We let w̄ be thew-coordinate of the intersection point o
the three nullsurfaces wheng50. Adding a global feedback
term to the first equation in Eq.~A11!,7 we get

e1 dv/dt5 f̄ ~v,w,u!2g~^w&2w̄!c~v !,

dw/dt5ḡ~v,w,u!, ~A16!

e2 du/dt5h̄~v,w,u!.

By making the quasi-steady state approximation with resp
to u, we get Eq.~3!; Eq. ~5! is obtained by settingh̄50 in
Eq. ~A15!, calculatinguk and multiplying and dividing the
result by the conjugate of the numerator.

APPENDIX B: AN OREGONATOR MODEL
FOR THE BZ REACTION

A nondimensional version of the Oregonator model p
posed by Tyson8,47 is given by

ē1x85āy2xy1x~12x!,

ē2y852āy2xy1q̄z, ~B1!

z85x2z,

where ā, q̄, ē1 , and ē2 are positive constants andē2! ē1 .
Making the quasi-steady state assumption on the sec
equation in Eq.~B1!, we get

ē1x852x21x2q̄z~x2ā !/~x1ā !,
~B2!

z85x2z.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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APPENDIX C: HOPF BIFURCATION AND CANARD
CRITICAL VALUE

For system~1! the Hopf bifurcation point is given by

lH~Ae!52
Gw

2~Gv!1/2uFwu1/2
e1O~e3/2!. ~C1!

The parameterHc , which determines whether the bifurca
tion is super- or subcritical, is given by

Hc5
2

uFwu1/2~Gv!1/2~Fvv!2
@GvFvvFvw1uFwuGvFvvv

2uFwuGvvFvv2Gw~Fvv!2#, ~C2!

and the canard critical value is given by

lc5~L1uFwuY!e1O~e3/2!, ~C3!

where

Y5
Gv

2FvvuGlu S Gv

Fvv
D

v

,

~C4!

L52
Gv

2Fvv
3 uGlu

~GvFvwFvv1GwFvv
2 !,

and where all functions are calculated atv5vm and w
5wm . Note that if (vm ,wm)Þ(0,0) expression~C3! is still
valid, provided the conditions defining a canard point a
satisfied at (vm ,wm).
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